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Abstract 
 

Modern handheld devices such as smart phones and tablets have become popular for capturing 

and viewing panoramic images, but navigation in these devices is a challenging task due to small 

screen size. In this thesis work, investigation is done for similarities and differences between two 

user interaction techniques of one-dimensional cubical panorama images. This work is carried 

out on a fourth generation Apple iPod Touch. The first user interaction technique swipe (drag-

based panning) is developed using touch-gestures, while the second technique look-around 

(device-orientation panning) is developed using motion-sensors such as gyroscope and 

accelerometer for device-orientation. Both these techniques were implemented for touch-screen 

devices for an angle of 360 degrees.     

In the swipe technique, the navigation is done by using finger movements on the screen, while in 

the look-around based panning technique the navigation is done by moving the device direction 

physically in space through an angle of 360 degrees. The experiments were conducted on 20 

participants for the two panning techniques. The results have shown that the look-around based 

panning technique offers a better user interaction compared to swipe based panning technique. 

Look-around based panning technique is natural and more free to move physically in space. 

Swipe based panning technique is easy to use in some situations and it does not require any 

physical space to move around the system.   

 

 

Keywords 

Human Computer Interaction, Panorama, iOS, Xcode, JQuery, HTML5, CSS3, User 

Engagement, Time-on-Task.  
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                                                        Definitions 
 

 

1) Projection: It is representing a view of the world on a flat computer monitor. 

2) Equi-retangular projection: This is a type of projection for mapping the surface of sphere as 

a flat image. This projection is commonly used as a source image for the spherical panorama 

viewers. 

3) Gyroscope: It is a hardware device for measuring or maintaining orientation, based on the 

principles of conservation of angular movements.  

4) Panorama: A panorama is any wide-angle view. Photographers began assembling multiple 

images of a view into a single wide image. 

5) Perspective view: A view of a three-dimensional image that portrays height, width, and 

depth. This allows the viewer to get more realistic image or graphic. 

6) View: A view can be seen as a range of vision of a geometric model in any orientation by 

transforming in 3D space. 

7) Event: Events are actions that can be detected when user scrolls a text or touches buttons on 

the screen.  
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1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the background study and motivation for the thesis. It also explains the 

goal and method of the thesis in detail.  

 

Modern handheld devices like smart phones and tablets are very popular for multimedia and 

graphic applications, and they come equipped with complex applications such as high 

performance 2D/3D games, video editors, and web-browsers. However, the screen size of a 

mobile device is relatively small, and this has challenged researchers and developers to produce 

competent devices like smart phones, which can deliver powerful results comparable to 

computers [1]. 

 

Smart phone devices present some attractive features that help to transform the conventional 

mobile device into a smaller, computer-like personal device. Touch screen has replaced button 

based inputs on smartphones. Smart phones and tablets using touch screens have become 

popular, and these devices use touch sensors to perform drag, swipe, tap, and scroll [2].  

Lately, smart phone devices have come equipped with motion-sensors, such as accelerometer, 

gyroscope and orientation sensors. Motion sensors were introduced in the fourth-generation 

iPod, iPhone and the iPad devices [3]. They are also equipped with a compass for device 

directional information. Motion sensors are used, for example to acquire screen orientation 

information, motion sensor based games, electronic maps (Google Maps) and in Google street 

View [4]. 

A panoramic image can provide a wide field of view compared to a normal photograph [5]. 

Panoramic images can be created by stitching multiple images together into one large image [6]. 

The creation of a panoramic image involves two steps. The first one is image alignment and the 

second one is image stitching [7]. Panoramic images have been used in creating applications for 

multimedia, graphics, and visualization. Panoramic images are very attractive for visualizing 

museums and tourism websites.  

 

Although, panorama techniques have been well developed by many research groups [8], mobile 

phone panorama applications is a challenging work for both developers and users. Panorama 

images are already popular in web systems and tourism sites. Now-a-days mobile-based 

panoramic images are also popularly used in different applications. Smart phones and mobile-

based tablets have limited screen size and this poses a challenge to display panoramic images. A 

panorama with a single view point and position encompasses an entire 360 degrees of view. 

They are many types of full view panoramas such as spherical, cylindrical and cubical images, 

but in this study, we focus on cubical panorama images. 
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1.1 Motivation   
The main motivation behind this thesis is to investigate two different user interaction techniques 

for one-dimensional panoramic images, made specifically for mobile devices. The previous 

research compared two navigation techniques for mobile based panoramic images. These are 

dynamic (device-orientation-based panning) versus static (drag-based panning) peepholes 

interaction developed by Wolfgang Hürst and Tair Bilyalov [9]. In Static peephole navigation, 

data is moving via scrolling in touch screen based devices. It is the most common navigation 

technique in modern handheld devices. In Dynamic peephole navigation, sensors are used to 

create a peephole. In their research work, compass is used for implementing dynamic peephole 

navigation. These sensors are used to move over static content and it is more natural and it 

moves the peephole across spatial layout [10].  

 

A modern smart phone device supports input and modalities such as touch sensors and motion 

sensors. Touch sensors are used in smart phones to perform tap, swipe, and scroll on the touch-

sensitive screen. Motion-sensors are introduced in smart-phone devices for tilt, orientation and 

motion. Motion sensors are accelerometer and gyroscope. Motion-sensors allow the user to move 

smart phones in physical space and perform the navigation. In this experiment, comparison is 

being made on input touch gestures and motion sensors for one-dimensional cubical panoramic 

images. Gyroscope is used for implementing device-orientation based panning (look around). 

 

The two techniques compared are: 

 Drag-based panning (swipe). 

 Device-orientation based panning (look around).  

 

1.2 Goal of this Thesis 
This thesis work aims to analyze, specify, and improve the user interaction of one-dimensional 

cubical panoramic images (section 2.1.3.1) for iPod devices. 

  

The goals can be summarized as follows: 

  

 Analyze how hyper-link based panoramas can be implemented. 

 Determine the effectiveness of user interaction while performing Drag-based panning 

(swipe) for one-dimensional panoramic images.  

 Determine the effectiveness of user interaction while performing Device-orientation 

based panning (look around) for one-dimensional panoramic images. 

Effectiveness can be expressed as performance (time-on-task) or subjective experience 

(engagement). 
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1.3 Method 
In this thesis work, the tasks have been divided into two different phases. The first phase aims at 

developing one-dimensional cubical panorama images for iPod touch. The second phase tests the 

user interaction of one-dimensional panorama images for iPods. 

 

In the development phase, an application for Drag-based panning (swipe) for one-dimensional 

panorama images and Device-orientation (look around) based one dimensional panorama images 

were implemented. 

 

In the second step, extensive testing of the User Interaction for both panning techniques Drag-

based (swipe) and Device-orientation (look around) based panorama images were performed. 

The time taken for each task was measured, and the User Engagement Scale (UES) was used to 

measure engagement. 
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                                                           2. Background  
    

This chapter gives an overview of the earlier research and state-of- the art technology in the area. 

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a combination of Computer Science and Psychology [11]. 

It includes both human and machine factors with supporting knowledge from both sides. On the 

human side, it involves the ideas of human communication, theoretical disciplines, and on the 

machine side, technology like computer graphics, visualization, programming languages, and 

relevant environment. HCI has also grown in social science, cognitive science and even 

philosophy. Each of these areas have their own traditions on making a useful contribution to the 

scientific field. 

To design for user interaction design, designers need to know the user experience and user’s 

action, behaviors and the communication. Interaction design contains different aspects of Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI), however user and artifacts affect each other. This increases interest 

in exploring a new focus into computing and interaction of these are embodied both aesthetically 

and physically [12]. The design of interactive systems engagement is important to improve user 

experiences.  

“Engagement is a quality of user experience with technology that is characterized by different 

aspects such as aesthetic, feedback, novelty, and perceived control.” [13] 

Engagement is the desirable product of the human computer interaction according to O’Brien 

and Toms [14]. Engagement is quality of user experience with the technology and it is 

characterized by different concepts. These are aesthetic, motivational, and influential [15]. It 

builds six different user engagement categories taken from the previous research in Human 

Computer Interaction (HCI).    

2.1 Panoramic images    
The word “Panorama” is taken from Greek language; it means a wide-angle view. It also 

represents a physical space of a two or three-dimensional model [16]. Other definitions are, 

“A Panorama is a visual image display format in art of photography” [17]. In the mid-19
th

 

century, panoramic images were created for a photo realistic and three-dimensional environment. 

Panoramic photography creates a photo realistic and fascinating wide-angle image. It supports a 

large variety of views for images compared to normal images. Panoramic modeling is closely 

related to the photographic environment, such as, positions of the camera for both horizontal and 

vertical angle for capturing 360 degrees of view. It has control over the view port through 

panning and zooming interfaces of the full image.   
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Generating panorama images can be done by stitching the images and it is a very important step 

in creating the panoramas. Figure 1 shows stitched panoramic images combining several images 

to provide one large image. Stitching panorama images, offers a unique perspective view. Image 

stitching of panorama images presents the opportunity to develop a variety of games and realistic 

images of high quality [6]. It is also used in guided tours, museums, and in exhibitions, etc.  

 

                                
               Image 1                                                                              Image 2   

            

           

 
                                                                                  Figure 1  Panoramic image 

Typically, panorama images are one-dimensional (1D) in the sense that the component images 

are captured by rotating the camera from left to right horizontally. The view can be rendered 

only in one direction [17]. One-dimensional images can be processed quickly with lower storage 

requirement.  

Panoramas can be described as the projections onto a Cubical, Spherical, and Cylindrical surface 

that surround the view point. The view point is also placed at the center of projection. The center 

of projection is a point at which we might imagine the viewer’s eye position. The rotation axis 

allows the viewing direction to be rotated, so that entire 360 degrees of the surrounding can be 

viewed. Different types of full view panoramic images exist: they differ by both image 

characteristics and mathematics [18]. It is categorized into the following types: 

 

 Spherical Panoramic images 

 Cylindrical Panoramic images 

 Cubical Panoramic images 
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2.1.1 Spherical Panorama 

Spherical panoramic images allow viewers to view the image in any direction. It also has the 

ability to explore and view image from every angle. Figure 2 shows a spherical panoramic 

image. Spherical Panoramas are increasingly popular in the field of Virtual-Reality (VR) 

Photography [18]. Typically, spherical panoramic images are represented in equi-retangular 

image files, which represent a 360 degree horizontal and vertical axis [19].       

                    

                                                                                  Figure 2 Spherical panoramic image [20] 

2.1.2 Cylindrical Panorama  

Cylindrical panorama creates normally stitched images from several photos taken from the 

rotating cameras in full 360 degrees. Cylindrical Panorama is center coincident with the eye 

position, and its primary axis is aligned with the panoramas vertical axis. If you view the image 

flat, you will see curves at the horizontal axis [21].  

 

                                                                    

                                                                        Figure 3 Cylindrical panoramic image  [20]                
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These images are wrapped around like standing in the middle of a cylinder. Cylindrical image 

projections are similar to equi-retangular except, it also vertically stretches objects as they get 

closer to the north and south poles with infinite vertical stretching images [22].Cylindrical 

projections are also not suitable for images with a very large vertical angular of view. Figure 3 

shows cylindrical panoramic images projection. 

2.1.3 Cubical Panorama  

Cubical Panorama consists of six square images, each mapping to top, bottom, left, right, front, 

back faces of a cube. Cube map technique is used to construct cubical panoramas. Cube map 

textures are images representing the scene surrounding an object as if the object were in the 

center of a cube. Each face of cube covers a 90 degree field of view in the horizontal and vertical 

direction [23]. Figure 4 shows how to wrap the cube map to a total cube. 

 

                                                                                  

                

                                                                                                                                                           

     

                                                        

 

 

                                                                                   

                                                                              Figure 4  Cubical Panoramic images 

 

2.1.3.1 One-dimensional Cubical Panorama 

One dimensional cubical panoramic image users can be able to view only the horizontal axis. It 

offers a 360 degrees of  view in both  clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. It can also drag or 

rotate image in left and right directions. The directions which navigation is possible are: 

 Left (negative x) 

 Right (positve x) 

 Front (positive z) 

 Back (negative z) 

 

 

Top 

(Positive y) 

 
Left 

(Negative 

X) 

Front 

(positive z)

  

Down 

(negative y) 

Right 

(positive x) 

Back 

(negative 

z) 
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2.2 iPod Touch 
The fourth generation iPod Touch, seen in figure 5, has an Apple A4 processor with a speed up 

to 1GHz. The iPod has two built in cameras, one on front and another one on back. It contains 

four different sensors. These are: accelerometer, GPS, gyroscope, and magnetometer. 

Furthermore, iPod Touch has a 3.5 inches LED display with 640*960 pixel resolution. The iPod 

Touch’s height is 4.4 inches (111.0 mm), width is 2.3 inches (58.9 mm). Application 

development in iPod Touch uses Objective C that is used by Apple.  

 

   

                                                           Figure 5  A picture of Apple's fourth generation iPod Touch 

 

Mobile based 360 degree Cubical panoramic images for iPod Touch are in two different panning 

techniques those are given below: 

 Drag-based panning (swipe). 

 Device-orientation based panning (look around). 

 

2.2.1 Drag based Panning (Swipe) 

The drag-based panning is more like dragging a text or an image by swiping your finger on the 

touch screen devices. The user can drag an image in clockwise direction (positive axis) or in 

anti-clockwise (negative axis) direction. Figure 6 shows swipe action on the devices. 
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                                                                                   Figure 6 Swipe on the devices 

2.2.2  Device-orientation based Panning (Look around) 

The device-orientation based panning is based on the orientation of the device that rotates with 

you either in clockwise (positive direction) or anti-clockwise direction (negative direction). 

Device orientation based panning is used for rotating the image based on moving direction of the 

device and it rotates in the full 360 degrees of the view. Figure 7 represents the look around 

technique.                   

       

                                                                 Figure 7 Look around on device orientation with 360 degrees 

 

2.3 iOS  
iOS is a mobile operating system developed by Apple Corporation. It is used in a range of   

electronic products such as the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch [24]. 

 

Figure 8 shows the architecture of iOS. It consists of four different layers; each layer has its own 

features and functionalities. Instrumental part in iOS is the Core OS and Core Service layers, 
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which access lower level data types respectively. The lower level functionality handles different 

lower-level programming languages such as C.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                  Figure 8 iOS architecture 

                       Source:  Adopted From Apple Inc iOS Development [24] 

 

The next layers are higher-level layers. The media layer contains several technologies; namely 

graphic and multimedia [25]. The UI Kit framework is used for creating simple graphic 

applications in iOS devices. The media layer contains 2D and 3D drawing and it also has 

OpenGL ES, Core Audio built in and Core animations are also present. OpenGL ES supports 2D 

and 3D rendering, and image based rendering.  

The higher layer is the Cocoa touch layer. It contains the key frame works such as multitasking, 

touch-based inputs, and push notifications. The Cocoa touch layer is supported by hardware, 

such as gyroscope and accelerometers. It also recognizes gestures for tapping, rotation, panning 

or dragging.   

Application development in iOS is of two types; web-based applications and native applications. 

The native applications appear on home screens of the iOS device. The web-based applications 

are run in the web browser.    

2.4 OpenGL ES 
In iOS architecture, media layer is built with OpenGL ES and it is mainly designed for handheld 

devices like Smartphones and Tablets. The OpenGL for Embedded Systems (OpenGL ES) is a 

simplified version of OpenGL. It provides a library that is easier to learn and implement in 

mobile graphics hardware [26].  

Media Layer 

 Cocoa Touch Layer 

Core service Layer 

                    Core OS 
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OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) is an application programming interface and cross platform 

API, which is used for 2D and 3D computer graphics. It was developed by Silicon Graphics Inc. 

(SGI) in 1992 [27]. OpenGL is also a software interface to graphics hardware and it is designed 

to be streamlined with other hardware platforms.  

Most of the smart phone devices have low-power CPUs. So to support smart phone devices 

many APIs have been removed from the OpenGL ES and simplified. OpenGL ES is a 3D 

graphics library that can be used in modeling and interactive graphic applications for smart 

phones. This is widely used in the development of VR (Virtual Reality), visualization and video 

games. OpenGL drawing is very fast [28]. 

The OpenGL Utility Library provides many modeling features: 

 Construct shapes from geometric primitives like points, lines, and polygons  

 Object scene in 3D space viewing 

 To calculate color of all objects and lighting conditions and convert them to pixels 

on the screen 

 OpenGL ES consists of several application features: 

 Texture mapping 

 Rendering 

 Rotation, Scale, Translation 

 Projection 

 

2.5 UI Web View 
The UI web view is used to implement web-based applications in iOS and it is one of the special 

features in iOS [29]. These view classes contain several sub-classes which are picker view, scroll 

view, text view, and web view. UI web view is used for embedding web contents, such as web-

based applications. In this experiment for developing web based panoramas UI Web View is 

used. iOS 4.0 and the later versions support the web browsers to access data returned from both 

the accelerometer and gyroscope.   

2.5.1 HTML 

HTML refers to Hypertext Markup Language, current version is HTML5. HTML5 was started in 

the year 2009 and it provides a number of benefits for developers and designers. It has many 

cutting-edge features, used to create web applications for both the mobile and desktop 

applications. It has improved user experience in iOS applications. It also supports smooth 

browsing experience in mobiles, and it supports all web browsers uniquely. HTML5 also 

supports the development of graphics applications and multimedia like video, audio capabilities 

and animations [30]. 
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Some of the HTML5 features as follow: 

 Canvas tag  

 Map tag 

 Audio/video 

 Drag/Drop 

2.5.1.1 Map Tag 

Map tag specifies the area of the image. The map tag is contains an image tag and images map 

tag is used to specify the clickable area on an image. This attribute is associated with images and 

“use map” and it creates relation between the image and map tag. The map tag is used in 

combination with the area tag and image tag. The image-map tag is used to specify the clickable 

area on the image. The map element, in aggregation with any area element descendants, defines 

an image map [31].   

The area tag defines clickable areas with respect to the coordinate system and also represents the 

hyperlink. The clickable areas can define using three different shapes these are: rectangle, cricle 

and polygons. When user clicks on those areas, image map tag is sent to other page or resource 

using hyperlink. Hyperlink reperesents the reference to another page or data that reads directly. 

2.5.2 CSS3 

Cascading Style Sheets are used to set styles and appearance of a web page. CSS3 started early 

in the year 2005. CSS3 visual formatting model describes a coordinate system within element is 

positioned. The coordinate system can render 2D/3D space using transformation’s elements such 

as translate, rotate and scale functions [32]. It has some main features that are as follows:  

 Background and Border effects 

 2D/3D Transformations 

 Text effects 

 Multimedia and Animations 

2.5.2.1 Transformations 

CSS3 has special features for 2d and 3d transformations. A transformation is a process of 

moving an object or a group of objects with respect to a co-ordinate system in two or three-

dimensional space. It has some properties like move, scale, rotate, and translate methods [33]. 

 Rotate method is used for an object for a given angle around an axis clockwise or 

anticlockwise. In this rotation method, two-dimensional is rotation of x and y axes at a 

given degree and in 3D rotations have extra feature to rotate on a z axis. 

 Scale method is used to increase or decrease the object’s width (x-axis), height (y-axis) 

and depth (z-axis). 

 Translate method is used to move your objects by an x and y co-ordinates or to combine 

them.    
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 2.5.2.2 Text effects 

There are many text properties in CSS3. The properties text shadow and wrap are useful for 

developing iOS apps. 

2.5.2.3 Backgrounds 

In CSS3 there are few changes for background properties. These are background origin, size and 

multiple backgrounds. These background properties really help to style iOS apps. Some of the 

background properties as follow:   

 Multiple backgrounds 

 Web kit Properties 

 Borders Images 

2.5.2.4  Transitions 

CSS3 transitions allow creating an effect when transferred from one style to another style. The 

CSS3 transitions are the basic kind of animation. To develop transition in iOS applications, it 

needs to use css web kit-transition properties. Each of the properties is explained below:  

 Transition property - This property specifies CSS transition properties, top, left and 

background.  

 Transition duration - It specifies amount of time each transition takes.  

 Transition timing function - This property specifies time and speed of the transition. 

 Transition delay - It specifies delay before transition starts.  

2.5.2.5 Perspective  

In CSS3, perspective uses the positions of a 3D space element. This property defines the 

intensity of 3D effect and also defines how many pixels a 3D element is placed from the view. 

Perspective property allows changing viewing sense in 3D elements. These properties support 

iOS applications (iPod, iPhone and iPad). It also supports few web browsers: Safari and Chrome. 

Other web browsers need to declare this property manually [34]. 

2.5.3 JQuery 

JQuery was first released in January 2006 by John Resig [35]. JQuery is a fast and concise 

JavaScript Library that simplifies HTML document traversing, event-handling, and Ajax 

interactions for rapid web development. JQuery is designed to change the way that you write 

JavaScript. In simple terms, JQuery is a JavaScript framework that has much built-in 

functionality to allow us to easily incorporate interactivity between our files and user. Using it 

effectively reduces development time.  

JQuery mobile applications offer several events. These events are useful to develop iOS 

applications. These events are touch, window and mouse events. It also supports desktop 

applications and hand-held devices (smart phones and tablets) [36]. 
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Some of the JQuery mobile events as follow: 

 Scroll event 

 Touch event 

 Orientation event 

2.5.3.1 Scroll event 

Scroll events are used to navigate when the user is scrolling text files and images on iOS devices. 

The scroll events are of two types: scroll start and scroll stop. The scroll start event triggers when 

a user begins to scroll on the device and the scroll stop event is triggered, when a user finishes 

the scroll.    

2.5.3.2 Touch event   

The touch events are invoked when a user swipe or taps on the screen. JQuery mobile provides 

touch events for iOS devices. These are touch start, touch end methods and the swipe and tap 

events.  

 Swipe method triggers horizontal drag on touch screen devices. It also has two properties, 

swipe left and the swipe right. Swipe left property is triggered when user drags the finger 

in left direction on touch screen device. Swipe right property is triggered when user drags 

the finger towards right on touch screen devices. 

 Touch events is triggered when the user touches on the device. JQuery mobile provides 

touch events.  These are: touch start, touch end, touch move and the touch cancel events.  

 Tap event occurs when the user completes the touch on a device.  

2.5.3.3 Orientation event  

JQuery orientation event is triggered, when a device changes directions by turning vertically or 

horizontally.  

2.5.4 JavaScript  

Javascript was developed by Brendan Eich in 1995 [37]. It controls the web-browser applications 

and scripting languages that normally controls one or more applications.  

2.5.4.1 Dom Elements  

DOM stands for Document Object Model elements. It represents the semantic structure of the 

webpage and other kind of documents. JavaScript/JQuery DOM touch event classes are available 

on iOS. To handle single and multi-touch events, they are handled in native iOS applications 

[38].  

 DOM Touch Events 

 DOM Orientation Events 
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2.6 Touch events  
Touch events are generated when the user touches iOS device screens [39]. These events provide 

a snapshot for all types of touches. The touch events are of two types in iOS: One-finger touch 

events and Multi-touch events.    

There are different touch events in iOS devices. These are touch start, touch move, touch end and 

touch cancel.  

 Touch Start event happens every time when user places finger on the device for the first 

time.  

 Touch Move event is generated when the user moves finger on the surface.  

 Touch End event happens when user remove finger from the screen.  

 Touch Cancel event triggers when system cancels tracking for the touch.  

2.6.1 Single-touch events 

The single-touch events in iOS are one-finger events. To perform these events, users require a 

single finger to tap, swipe and scroll on a touch based device (iPod, iPhone).   

 Tap is clicking on a desktop computer or just single click on objects in the screen. It is 

the most common gesture in smart phones and Tablets.  

 Swipe is dragging a finger in certain direction that is left, right, up, down direction. 

 Double tap is performed like a double click.   

2.6.2 Multi-touch events 

Multi-touch events happen when a user navigates more than two fingers on the screen. These are 

rotate and pinch. The multi-touch events are used in iOS devices to enable user to interact more 

on the device. Multi touch events are more interactive when users use large web sites, large text 

documents and Google maps. 

 Rotate - Rotation means turning around a center and rotation of an object in clockwise or 

counterclockwise direction.  

 Pinch - It is usually performed to zoom-in and zoom-out in larger websites and text 

documents in iOS devices.    

2.7 Motion Events   
Motion sensors are introduced in the fourth generation and later version iOS devices, such as 

iPod, iPhone and iPad. Motion sensors are Gyroscope and Accelerometer. Motion events are 

generated when the device moves in a certain direction or shaking and tilting the device. Motion 

sensors are very popular in games and maps (Google maps).  
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Motion events are of type UI Events in the iOS applications and motion events are similar to 

touch events [40]. Motion events are easier compared to touch events. System can tell an 

application when a motion starts or stop. All motion events have their origin in the device 

accelerometer or gyroscope motion event. 

2.7.1 Gyroscope 

Gyroscope was introduced in the fourth generation and later iOS devices, and it is a more 

sensitive motion sensor. In iOS devices MEMS gyroscope is used. MEMS refers to Micro 

Electro Mechanical System. It is an embedded system that integrates electronic and mechanical 

components at a very small scale [41]. Gyroscope is a hardware device, used to measure 

rotational speed around all three axes (x, y and z). It is mainly used for navigation. It also used 

for measuring angular velocity expressed in certain coordinates [42]. Figure 9 shows the device 

orientation around all three axes. 

The gyroscope has three properties:  alpha, beta and gamma. Alpha property values are measured 

by device rotation around the z-axis. Beta property is rotation of the device frame around its y-

axis. Gamma property is rotation of the device frame around its x-axis.  

 

                                                     Figure 9 Gyroscope co-ordinate system [40] 

 

In previous research, Wolfgang Hürst and Tair Bilyalov in 2010 suggested that gyroscope is a 

more sensible hardware device [9]. It can be used in device orientation (look around 360 degrees 

of view) panning for mobile devices. Gyroscope detects orientation changes functionality. It can 
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recognize a device direction when turned clockwise or anticlockwise. It is the most popular 

hardware in iOS devices, and it is mainly popular in games.  

It has the following features: 

 It can detect rotation along three axes (x, y and z).  

 It can be used as motion input for games. 

 It has highly accurate motion sensing.                                                        

2.7.2 Accelerometer  

The Accelerometer is an electromechanical device that is used to measure acceleration forces. It 

measures acceleration due to gravity. It can find out the angle a device is tilted with respect to 

the earth [43]. The Accelerometer measures force in the x, y and z axes, device direction or 

moving horizontally it will change to x-axis value. Device moving direction is vertically it 

changes y-axis value. If device is moving away from the user or towards to the user, it changes to 

z-axis value based on this measure acceleration of device. Figure 10 show acceleration around all 

three axes. 

                             

                                                                      Figure 10 Accelerometer around co-ordinate system [40] 

The accelerometer detects when the device tilts to portrait or landscape mode. In early years, 

Accelerometers were introduced in computing world in recent years it was introduced in the 

smart phones and tablets.  
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It has following features: 

 Accelerometer is used as motion input. 

 Accelerometer is used to sense device orientation.  

2.8 User Engagement Scale  
The motion sensors are used to increase effectiveness for user engagement. In the terminology of 

user-engagement the term “engagement” refers to the desirable, important human response to 

computer-mediated activities [12]. In general, it is the degree or quality of user involvement with 

the technology.  

 

User engagement is defined as “the emotional, cognitive and/or behavioral connection that 

exists, at any point in time and over time, between a user and a technological resource” [44].The 

user engagement scale divided into six subscales: Focused attention, Perceived Usability, 

Aesthetics, Endurability, Novelty, and Felt Involvement. 

 

• Focused Attention: Aiming attention to the exclusion of additional things. 

         E.g. eye tracing. 

• Positive Affect: Emotions experienced or observed during the time of interaction. 

         E.g. To measure face detection.   

• Aesthetics: Sensory and visual interest of an interface. 

        E.g. Eye tracking, behavior, curiosity. 

• Endurability: Ability to withstand or hold the experiences like remembering and experience or   

repeating or recommending the experience. 

         E.g. User experience with technology, used to measure online activity. 

• Novelty: Unfamiliar and unexpected experiences both good and bad occurred during the 

engagement. 

        E.g. Physiological sensors. 

• User context: This refers to the user’s motivation, incentives and benefits when interacting 

with the interface.     

        E.g. Benefits of the system online activity like location, history and time.  

2.9 Time-on-Task  
Time-on-Task is the one of the Usability metrics to measure the time taken to complete the 

task. It is one of the best performance metrics to calculate the efficiency of the system or 

product.   
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                                                          3. System Design 
This chapter gives an overview of the software implementation and the various methods that are 

involved in implementation.  

The design work of this thesis included visualizing four panoramas on a fourth generation iPod 

Touch. Cubical panorama (section 2.1.3) technique was used to visualize all the panoramic 

images.  In this technique, the panorama image was divided into six images (front, back, left, right, 

top, bottom), and mapped on to each face of the cube. Mapping of the images to faces is done so 

that it matches the original panorama image.  

 

                                                                  

      First panorama                                                                                    Second panorama 

 

 

 

 

                                                             

         Fourth panorama                                                                     Third panorama      

                               

                                        Figure 11 Design of all four set of cubical panorama images. 

In this implementation, one-dimensional visualization of a panorama is done, so the mapping of 

the objects is on one of the four sides of cube leaving the top and bottom sides of the cube. 
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The objects in each panorama are unique and easily identifiable. When the user taps on these 

objects, a new panorama opens. In this way, four panoramas are visualized. When tapped on 

fourth panorama's hot spot, the first panorama is opened; hence a cyclic visualization of 

panoramas is achieved. Figure 11 illustrates the design of all the four panoramas. 

 

3.1 Panoramic images in iOS 

iOS provides methods that can be used to build panoramic images. In general, two techniques 

can be used to implement panoramas on iPod devices. The first technique uses OpenGL ES and 

the second uses web technologies supported by iOS.  

To visualize panoramic images, two different user interaction techniques are used and they are as 

follows: 

 Device orientation based Panning (look around).  

 Drag based Panning (swipe). 

3.1.1 iOS OpenGL ES   

OpenGL ES have a fixed pipeline which is well designed to handle 2D and 3D data. The data is 

passed into the pipe line using functions provided by the OpenGL ES API. Application 

developers can interpret each stage of the pipe line, according to their specifications and turn on 

and off the pipe line stages. The pipe line provides functions to light, shade and textures of the 

models [27].  

Generally, the data is passed as vertices (points in 2D or 3D space) into the OpenGL pipeline. 

These vertices are gathered by the form a primitives (triangles/polygons) and finally rasterized to 

create 2D images. To interact with the OpenGL objects in touch systems it is necessary to find 

collision between the objects.         

Collision detection is a technique to find whether two models collide or not. Since models are 

made of polygons, the intersections between models (polygons) are checked. In principle, every 

polygon of a model is checked for intersection with other model's polygons. There are techniques 

available to detect collision in faster way: Collision detection techniques such as ray-plane 

intersection, bounding box, bounding sphere, bounding capsule can be used for collision 

detection [45]. 

The problem in implementing touch-based navigation using OpenGL ES is that the techniques 

exist to find collision between two objects, which depend on the context where they are used. 

The problem faced in implementing touch based navigation using OpenGL ES functions are 

collision detection and memory management when several images are in navigation process. 
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3.1.2 iOS web based applications 

Web applications in iOS are developed using UI Web View Class. This class contains methods 

to handle the web content such as requests for web pages, loading of web pages, and stopping the 

page from loading, etc. Figure 12 shows procedure to create web based panoramic images in iOS 

applications. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

                                             

                                

 

 
                          Figure 12 Constructing Web based panoramic images in iOS 

 

3.1.2.1 Construct Cube using CSS3 and HTML 
A cube was constructed by using CSS3, a series of HTML div element (divisions) grouped in a 

specific order.  The top most div acted as camera, on which perspective projection applied. Then 

in next division the actual cube is built with the width and height defined in this division. Then, 

next divisions were sub divisions of the “cube” division, sharing the properties of the “cube” 

division.  

 

 

HTML 5 

Web Panoramas 

iOS UI Web view 

CSS3 JQuery/Java 

script 
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Each sub division is mapped with an image and this mapping was done according to “Cube 

Mapping” technique. Table 1 shows sample code as follows.  

 

   

<div style="perspective"> 

  <div style="position"> 

  <div style="cube"> 

  <div style=" cube top"></div> 

  <div style=" cube bottom"></div> 

 <div style=" cube front"></div> 

 <div style="cube back"></div> 

 <div style="cube left"></div> 

 <div style="cube right"></div> 

 </div> 

 </div> 

</div> 

 
                                                   Table 1 Cube construction in CSS3 

 

3.1.2.2 Device orientation based panning 
The Device orientation (Look around 360 degree rotations) based panning (section 2.2.2) for 

cubical panorama was implemented for iPod touch. The cube map technique is use to implement 

cubical panorama. In this technique, six different images were used to map all six faces of the 

cube. DOM4 (Document Object Model) events support hardware device orientation according to 

the device. The events can handle magnetometer, gyroscope and accelerometer data. To 

implement web applications in iOS UI web view class (section 2.5) was used. 

The gyroscope (section 2.7.1) is used to control orientation of the cubical panorama. Java Script 

(DOM4) provides methods “Event.Beta” (y-axis), through which we can retrieve Gyroscope 

values and it shown in Table 2. The Gyroscope raw “y” (beta) direction values are used to rotate 

the cube in y-direction (one-dimensional rotation). When user rotates the device vertically in 

space the y-axis values of gyroscope change. These gyroscope values are used to rotate the cube 

along the y-direction. By using the gyroscope values, device-orientation based panning technique 

is implemented for cubical panorama.  

To navigate all four panoramic images, each panorama has a specific object (hot-spot on the 

images). When user taps on that specific object, it opens a new panorama. To implement this 

technique, map tag (section 2.5.1.1) property is used. This tag is used to specify a particular area in 

an image along with a hyperlink property. Using this hyperlink property, a new panorama image 

link is set. 
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                                                 Table 2 Gyroscope declaration  

3.1.2.3 Drag based panning 
To implement drag based panning in iPod-touch, swipe technique can be used. DOM4 provides 

device touch event functions and these functions are implemented using JavaScript. Initially, the 

necessary touch event functions should bind to the current document.  This enables the touch 

events to trigger according to the user action performed. These are finger touch, finger move etc.  

The implementation code is given in Table 3. 

 

                                                       Table 3 Dom touch events 

The function addEventListener takes three arguments: they are event (touchstart, touchmove) 

and the function to execute when event performed (doTouchStart and doTouchEnd) and the 

Boolean value. 

 

Swipe technique is implemented using single-touch events (section 2.6.1). These touch events 

fire the methods doTouchStart, doTouchEnd. The doTouchStart method is fired when user 

touches the screen. The doTouchEnd method is fired when the user lifts the finger from the 

screen.   

 

 

 

 

                                                         Table 4 Touch start function 

Window.deviceoriention = function(event) 

{ 

//initialization of all three axis in gyroscope 

    Var alpha = event. Alpha; //z-axis 

    Var beta = event. Beta;  // y-axis 

    Var gamma = event. Gamma; //x-axis 

// read the values of all three axes in Gyroscope 

   Alpha_dom.text(alpha); 

   Beta_dom.text(Beta); 

  Gamma _dom.text(Gamma); 

} 

 

    document.addEventListener ('touchstart', function (e) {doTouchStart (e) ;}, false); 

    document.addEventListener ('touchmove', function (e) {doTouchEnd (e) ;}, false); 

 

function doTouchStart(e)  

{ 

            var touch = e.touches[0]; 

touch_start_x=touch.pageX; 

touch_start_y=touch.pageY; 

} 
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The doTouchStart function takes TouchEvent class instance as argument. This instance has 

properties such as number of fingers touching the screen, the positions where the screen was 

touched, force of the touch etc. Table 4 illustrates the touch start function procedure. Table 4 

describes the doTouchStart function. The touch_start_x store the current x position and 

touch_start_y store the current y position.  

The doTouchEnd function takes TouchEvent class instance (event touched) as an argument. This 

touch event instance is same as discussed in section 2.6. Previously stored touch positions from 

doTouchStart function are compared with current touch positions. Table 5 illustrates the touch 

end function procedure.   

 

function doTouchEnd() 

{ 

if(touch_start_x>touch.pageX) 

       { 

          angle=angle+2; 

        } 

        else 

        { 

            angle=angle-2; 

        } 

 }     

                                                        

                                                                              Table 5 Touch end function 

In above Table 5, the doTouchEnd function the touch_start_x stores the previous x position 

(when the device is initially touched) and variable touch.pageX value stores finger moved 

position. If touch_start_x (position x) is greater than touch.pageX the angle is increased else 

angle is decreased. Using CSS3 transformations, the cube is rotated. This movement results in a 

swipe effect.  

The next step, in every panorama specified, some objects (hot spots in image) which when 

tapped, a new panorama is rendered. To implement this technique in swipe, the angle and screen 

size coordinates are used.  

Since the positions of object are known, a predefined check is done at what angle the object is 

visible. To make calculations a little trivial, the screen is divided into half, and depending on 

angle, the respective half is checked. If the user has tapped on the object (hot spot), it renders the 

new panorama. 
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4. Evaluation Method 
    

This chapter gives an overview of method used to evaluate the system. 

 

4.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to investigate and compare two different panning techniques for 

mobile-based panoramic images. The two techniques were drag-based panning (swipe 360 

degrees panoramic images) and device-orientation based panning (movement of device rotation 

in 360 degrees). One-dimensional panoramic images were swiped in the horizontal direction in 

left and right movements whereas the look-around device rotates with the user in clockwise or 

anti-clockwise in 360 degrees. The one-dimensional panorama techniques will focus on user 

experiences, observed differences and the similarities with the type of interaction. In order to 

evaluate the impact on user engagement the user should be more physically active with the 

device. 

4.1.1 Method 

The study involved 20 users between 20 to 30 years of age and the average age was 23.4 years, 

60% were male and 40% were women. Most of the participants were students from Linköping 

University, Sweden. Sixteen participants had a mobile phone with touch screen and four of them 

had a phone with buttons and no touch screen.   

 4.1.2 Procedure  

During this experiment all the participants tested the two different interaction techniques in the 

application, but the order of the test for each participant was varied. The participants were 

divided into two groups, and each group had a separate set of panoramic images. In each group, 

half of the participants started with the Swipe with drag-based panning, and the other half started 

with the Look around version with device-orientation based panning. The users were given the 

device to perform the look around and swipe methods. The start and end time of the procedure 

was noted. 

4.1.3 Survey 

To measure user engagement, a questionnaire was conducted to know the user engagement 

range. This was done using the “user engagement scale (UES)”, designed by O’Brien. The 

participants rate the system 1 to 7 on a set of statements. The user engagement consists of 31 

different statements, and it is divided into six different categories, which together measure user 

engagement. The categories are taken from previous research in Human Computer Interaction 

(HCI) and similar areas. The user engagement scale divided into six different categories Focused 

attention (FA), Novelty (NA), Felt involvement (FI), Endurability (EN), Aesthetics (AE), and 

Perceived usability (PU). 
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4.2 Analysis 
The data collected from the questionnaire, demography data and concluding questions were 

analyzed by calculating the mean and the standard deviation for all subscale used in UES. Some 

of the questions were reverse coded and few questions are removed from the scale. 

The following questions were removed from the user engagement scale, 

“I was so involved in the reading experience that I lost track of time” (FA) - This reason for 

removing it was that the users only had little time for interacting with the system. 

 

“I could not do some of the things I needed to do with the system” (PU) - This statement was 

also considered problematic, since the users were in an experimental situation and did not really 

need to do anything. 

“This experience did not work out as I planned” (EN) - The participants had no knowledge on 

the system and did not plan to do anything special except testing the systems. They probably 

planned to show their presence in the study.  

“I continued to interact with the system out of curiosity” (NO) - The participants were given a 

new task when they had completed the previous task. This provided no space for interaction with 

the system out of the user’s own curiosity. 

 

The User Engagement Scale results were compared, between the two user interaction techniques, 

swipe (drag-based panning) and look around (device-orientation based panning). An analysis 

was made to analyze whether the interaction technology participants are adapted to use the 

system or not.  The results were gathered by splitting the participants in two groups according to 

the participants using a cell phone with touch screen or cell phone without a touch screen. These 

results are compared with the total user engagement scale according to t-test. However, the 

results are compared with the total engagement result and each subcategory of user engagement 

scale.      

To calculate the user engagement scale in this experiment, one-sided t-test was used, since the 

hypothesis is directional. The qualitative data analysis of time-on-task and user engagement was 

also conducted by dividing the results according to the type of the panning technique.  
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5. Results 
This chapter gives an overview of the results from the user testing. It also describes the outcome 

of participants preferred interaction technique (swipe or look around) and results of the user 

engagement, questionnaires. 

In this experiment, a total of 20 participants participated to test the application. Most of the 

participants preferred look around compare to swipe (drag-based panning). Figure 13 shows total 

percentage of participants who preferred both systems, Swipe (drag-based panning) and Look 

around (device-orientation based panning). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                     Figure 13 Total participants results 

5.1 User Engagement Results                                                                                                             

The results were calculated on a scale of 1-7 (Likert) where 7 is good.  The total user 

engagement results for all participants and all sub scales results are presented in Table 7. After 

removing some of the questions from user engagement scale as described in chapter 4, the 

reliability of the user engagement scale was still good.  

   

Cronbach’s Alpha was developed by Lee Cronbach in 1951. It is used to measure consistency of 

a test or scale, in other words it is a coefficient of reliability. It is commonly used to measure 

reliability of psychometric test scores. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient ranges between 0 

and 1, whereas 1 is greater internal consistency. George and Mallery provide common acceptable 

thumb rules, in 2003 to describe internal consistency of the Cronbach’s alpha. The alpha value 

0.9 is excellent for internal consistency (α > 0.8 - Good, α > 0.7 - Acceptable and α > 0.6 -

questionable, α > 0.5 - poor and α < 0.5 is unacceptable) [46].   

 

Swipe  
40% 

Lookaroud 
60% 

Total participants result 
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Cronbach’s Alpha is used to measure reliability and internal coefficient of the user engagement 

scale. The reliability of the total engagement results is high whereas, some of the sub scales are 

in an acceptable range of internal consistency and some are of poor consistency. The results are 

shown in Table 6.    

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

                                                    

                                                    Table 6 Cronbach’s alpha for each sub scale  

The total engagement results show that look around (device-orientation based panning) has 

slightly higher involvement compared to swipe (drag based panning) and the results shown in 

Table 7. A more detailed result, in all questions for the each sub-category is presented in 

Appendix-2. 

                                                                     Table 7 Total user engagement results 

 

UES Cronbach’s Alpha 

Focused Attention 0.734 

Perceived Usability 0.505 

Aesthetics 0.536 

Endurability 0.890 

Novelty 0.657 

Felt Involved  0.782 

Total engagement 0.933 

  Swipe Look around Paired samples t-test 

UES 

Category 

Mean SD Mean SD t-value df Sig. 

Focused 

Attention 

3.33 1.072 4.33 1.601 3.38 19 0.007 

Perceived 

Usability 

4.59 0.825 4.94 0.528 1.96 19 0.032 

Aesthetics 4.94 1.109 5.37 1.169 1.50 19 0.075 

Endurability 4.73 1.273 5.16 1.262 1.08 19 0.146 

Novelty 4.87 1.70 5.77 1.261 2.60 19 0.008 

Felt 

Involvement 

4.85 1.38 5.72 0.97 3.64 19 0.0008 

Total 

Engagement 
4.55 1.153 5.21 1.132 2.36 19 0.043 
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The total user engagement result (t (19) =2.36, p=0.043) has shows a significant difference and 

some of the sub scales in user engagement scale focused attention and felt involvement also has 

slight significant difference.  

The all sub-categories in user engagement scale results, felt involvement (t (19) =3.64, 

p=0.0008) and perceived usability (t (19) =1.96, p=0.032) results has got significance difference.  

Cohen’s d is an effect size used to indicate the difference between two means. It can be used to 

report the t-test and ANOVA results. Effect sizes of user engagement scale and sub scales are 

calculated using Cohen’s d like 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 for small effect, moderate effect and large effect 

respectively [47].  

In this study, a result for total user engagement (0.70) is moderate and user engagement sub 

scales had the moderate effect like, focused attention (0.73) and felt involved (0.79).   

 

 

 
                                                                 
                                                                              Figure 14 Total user engagement results 

 

Figure 14 shows average of the total user engagement of the two systems (swipe and the look 

around), where participants are divided into groups according to type of the mobile phone. The 

results were also measured, participants using touch screen mobiles (t (15) = 1.198, p=0.06) and 

without touch screen mobiles (t (3) =1.190, p=0.189) results has no significant difference.  

5.2 Time-on-Task 
The time-on-task is the measured completion time for each task performed with swipe and look 

around. Figure 15 shows the total average time for all participants completing the swipe task is 
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67.93 seconds and the Look around completion time is 82.21 seconds. The total participant’s 

results on time-on-task are (t (19) =1.60, p=0.06) have no significant difference. 

 

                                            Figure 15 Average Time to finish the each Task 

Time-on-task results are divided into two groups according to the mobile with and without touch 

screen and then are measured.  

 

                                 Figure 16 Average time to finish each task participants using mobile phone with touch screen 

Figure 16 shows average time to complete the task participants using mobile phone with touch 

screen.  The completion time for swipe is 65.8 seconds and look around is 83.05 seconds. The 

results (t (15) =1.98, p=0.03) shows the significant difference, with moderate effect (Cohen’s 

value, 0.70).  
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                        Figure 17 Average time to finish each task participants using mobile phone without touch screen 

Figure 17 shows average time to complete the task participants using mobile phone with touch 

screen.  The completion time for swipe is 83.8 seconds and look around is 78.8 seconds. The 

results (t (3) =1.98, p=0.407) has no significant difference.   

5.3 Analysis of Qualitative Data  
This section aims to discuss the user experiences of the two panning techniques. Look around 

based panning is popular based on the questionnaires of the user engagement scale.  

5.3.1 User Experience with Swipe 

The sixth participant feels that swipe is easier because: 

“As it is easy and it is making things understanding well compared to look around, which is 

(look around) also interesting but more time taking than Swipe”.   

Tenth participant prefer the swipe, because participant felt that using this technique is worked 

well, since users need not to move his/her position while performing the 360 degree swipe. 

 “Swiping is good, since it lets the user to be in a stable position instead of moving round (360 

degree)”.  

When we do, same things several times with technology or anything, it become more familiar 

and easier to perform.  Seventh participant feel same thing when performing the swipe.  

 

“It is more easy and fun to use. I do not have to move the phone from its position neither, do I 

have to change my position”. 
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The fifteenth Participant had difficulty while performing the swipe since he did not have a touch 

screen device.  

“I have more control than look around. Swipe system was good to sit at one place and I can see 

whole panorama image and also I can stop exactly where I want to see but I feel less control 

when I use look around”. 

5.3.2 User Experience with Look around 

This section discusses user experience and their views on the system. When we use a new 

system, it feels difficult to use (understanding about the system) and sometimes it was fun to use. 

However, Swipe is used more frequently and look round is a new technique (less in use). 

Ninth participant claims that look around are more fun to use “Look around was fun experience 

because I felt that I was in the place and more involved. I interacted with the system and the 

result was fast more effective”. 

The fourth participant claimed that look around is easier to use.   

“Look around because it felt easier to handle and it felt more involving”.  

One of the participants, who had mobile without touch screen after performing look around he 

claims that:                                                

“It was more fun and more realistic and I can view exact position and direction of the 

panorama”.  

However, some of the participant feels that look around based panning has more involvement.   

“Because it gave a sense of looking where exactly I was and which swipe didn’t have”. 

A couple of comments from the user experience with look around system: 

“I have more control than swipe because I can see whole view panorama and I can see where 

exactly I want”. 

“I felt more realistic during look around; it was more control and visually appealing”. 
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                                                         6. Discussion  
This chapter is divided in two parts. The first part focuses on the results of the study and second 

focuses on the goals of the thesis. 

6.1 Result Discussion 
The results (chapter-5) of the two panning techniques show that twelve out of twenty participants 

preferred the look around based panning technique. The total user engagement results have 

significant differences (t (19) =2.36, p=0.043) in favor of look around based panning. Among the 

qualitative results, Look around based panning technique has better user interaction. Because, it 

is more natural and immersive due to less screen size, and navigating the panoramas in physical 

space is comfortable for the users. Also, there is no difference between the participants using the 

button based and touch based mobiles. The participants took same time to complete the task for 

both the panning techniques with no significant difference.  

6.1.1 Engagement  

The user engagement results (section 5.1) shows significant difference between two panning 

techniques in favor of look around based panning technique. The look around based panning 

technique (M=5.21) shows higher engagement compared to swipe based panning technique 

(M=4.55). Two sub-categories in the UES results have slightly significant difference and the sub-

categories have a tendency in favor of look around very small difference.  

The sub-category aesthetics will affect visual part of the system, and this affect is expected to be 

very smooth because same images were used for both the systems. But the aesthetic is not much 

smooth for both the techniques. The sub-categories endurability, focus attention and novelty have 

highest p-value. The reaming sub-categories, perceived usability and felt involvement show 

biggest difference between the systems.  

Perceived usability 

The questions in this category are concerned with the emotions that system affects. For most of 

the questions in this category, look around based panning technique has slightly higher value 

than swipe technique. Most of the issues in this category claimed that look around based panning 

technique has higher grade. One of the issues in this category is: “I felt in control of this 

experience” shows that look around based panning has higher mean value (M=5.42) than swipe 

based panning (M=4.66). 

Felt involvement 

The questions in this category are concerned with the user experience and user involvement of 

the system. For most of the questions in this category, look around based panning technique has 

slightly higher value than swipe technique. For example, for the issue in this category: “I felt 

involved in this experiment”, look around based panning technique has higher mean value 

(M=5.50) than swipe based panning technique (M=4.75). Also, for the issue “This experiment is 

fun”, look around based panning technique has higher mean value (M=6.00) than swipe based 
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panning technique (M=5.30). The results in this category show that look around based panning 

technique has more user involvement and fun to use. 

The UES results of two panning techniques were divided based on the participants using mobiles 

devices, with and without touch screen. The results have shown no significant difference 

between types of mobile phones the participants were using. The results of the participants using 

mobile with touch screen are (t (15) =1.198, p =0.06) and without touch screen are (t (3) =0.256, 

p=0.473). 

6.1.2 Time-on-Task 

The time-on-task results (section 5.2) show no significant difference (t (19) =1.60, p=0.06) 

between the two systems (swipe and look around).  There is a tendency that results have shown 

that, average time to finish each task is very less for swipe based panning (M=69.44seconds) 

than compared to look around based panning (M=82.22 seconds). 

The user performance results were also divided into participants used to use a mobile phone with 

or without touch screen. The results of the participants using mobile phone with touch screen 

device has significant difference (t (15) =1.98, p=0.03). The average time of each participant to 

complete each task is very less for swipe based panning (M= 65.84 seconds) technique than 

compared to look around based panning (M=83.06 seconds).  

There is a tendency that results of the participants using mobile phone without touch screen 

(button-based) device has no significant difference (t (3) =0.256, p=0.473). For the participant 

using button based mobile phone, swipe based panning takes more time to perform the task than 

compared to look around based panning. 

6.1.3 Method critique 

The user engagement scale is working well with overall participants. However, some issues in 

user engagement scale work better while some of the issues have higher loss. We can only trust 

the user engagement scale results (section 5.1) related to total engagement. In this study, some of 

the questions were removed from user engagement scale (Appendix 1) and measured the 

consistency and reliability. Some of the sub-categories in UES such as, Focus attention (FA), 

Endurability (EN) and Felt involvement (FI) have acceptable range of the internal consistency.  

But remaining sub-categories in UES such as, perceived usability (PU), Aesthetics (AE), Novelty 

(NV) have poor internal consistency (Table 6). Because of this we cannot really trust the results 

of sub-categories in UES (Table 7).  

6.1.4 Summary of Qualitative results  

The qualitative analysis results summarize user experience with two interaction techniques.  User 

experience with swipe is easy to use and easy to understand. It is more efficiency and control 

compared to look around. User experience with look around is fun to use and it is more 

involvement and effective. Look around is more realistic view compared to swipe. 
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6.2 Goals of the thesis  
The goals of this thesis were as follow: 

 Analyze how hyperlink panoramas can be implemented. 

 

To implement hyperlinked (web based) panoramas in iOS devices (iPod, iPhone, and the iPad) 

UI Web view class is used. The UI web view class can load web pages.  

 

CSS3 can be used to develop cubical panoramas. CSS3 has features and functions that enhance 

multimedia content. It also has 2D/3D functions such as transformations, rotations, scaling, and 

projections (perspective) to develop graphical contents. JavaScript/JQuery uses DOM4 functions 

that support to retrieve data from mobiles hardware devices such as gyroscope, accelerometer 

and compass. Using CSS3 and JavaScript /JQuery functions cubical panoramas are implemented 

in HTML 5.   

 

To develop cubical panoramic images for iPod touch the following features to be used:  

 CSS 3: Transformations, rotations and perspective projection. 

 JQuery/Java script: Dom 4 elements Touch event and Orientation events. 

 HTML 5: Map tag is used. 

 

 

 Determine the effectiveness of user interaction while performing Drag-based 

panning (swipe) for One-dimensional panoramic images.  

 

Swipe is easy to control and to use. To perform the swipe action, user does not have to change 

the position. It is also familiar with other applications in touch screen mobile device. However, 

to perform swipe action, users need to use fingers to navigate the panorama. To view the 360 

degree panorama using swipe technique, users need to move their fingers position either 

clockwise or anti-clockwise directions. 

 

The user interaction with swipe technique was less effective in terms of engagement. However, 

user involvement for this technique is very less and the view is not realistic. The swipe technique 

users can able to perform in both motion and stable position. 

 

 Determine the effectiveness of user interaction while performing Device direction 

based panning (look around) for One-dimensional panoramic images. 

 

Look around is a new technique and used in mobile-based games (motion sensors). To perform 

look around, users need to move their positions physically in space and it involves the whole 

body to view total panorama. The device is rotated physically in space and the image is changed 

according to the device movement (either clockwise or anti clock-wise direction). 

 

The user interaction of look around action experienced a more realistic compared to swipe, 

because the user is able to view the exact place of viewpoint in the image. Look around is easier 

to control and more fun. It gave user to free rotate 360 degree and it allows users to view full 

panoramic images by moving the device in 360 degree.  
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To perform look around technique participants need to move with the device physically in 360 

degrees. The look around takes more time to complete the task because human movements are 

physical and are not identical.  

6.3 Differences between the two panning techniques 
The differences between two panning techniques for cubical panoramic images namely, swipe 

and look around have their own advantages and disadvantages for each technique. 

The user feels the look around technique is more realistic and natural. It also gives a free 

movement in 360 degrees and it feels realistic and visually appealing. It is allows the user to look 

around in panoramic images by moving the device in 360 degree. It involves whole body 

movement with the device in 360 degree of view.   

On other side, the look around technique has some disadvantages. It has less control because; in 

a stable position it is not possible to view entire panorama image. In this technique if the device 

is moves very fast, it is difficult to view the position of the panorama. To view a full panoramic 

image user needs to move their body position in left and right direction. In this technique user 

needs to rotate in 360 degrees, which is not always possible and not convenient for users. It takes 

more time to finish the each task because user needs to rotate in 360 degree to view the total 

image. 

The other technique is to swipe (drag-based panning) and it is easy to use compared to look 

around. In this technique, to view the full image user does not to move their position. It is easier 

to move the image with fingers in all directions. Swipe technique is controllable and it is very 

smooth compared to look around. Swipe technique takes very less time to perform the task, 

because user need not move their position to view the 360 degree image. In other side, the swipe 

technique also has some disadvantages.  

6.4 Pros and Cons of CSS3 and OpenGL ES    
They are two ways to implement panoramic images in iOS, first one is using OpenGL ES and 

other one is web based applications (navigation based panoramic images) using CSS3. Both 

CSS3 and OpenGL ES technologies have their advantages and disadvantages.  

OpenGL ES is more flexible to implementing 3D models. The application developments in the 

OpenGL ES are very smooth and it provides more control on images. In OpenGL ES, objects are 

defined based on vertices and modeled using polygons or vertices itself. It is device specific 

rendering and precise calculations are possible. It is also able to implement visual effects.  

CSS3 is easy to understand and simple to use. It has pre-defined methods to handle the 2D and 

3D models. It does not give flexibility to programmers to develop effective graphical 

applications. CSS3 is not possible precious calculation for 3D models. The application 

development using CSS3 takes less time.  
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                                                          7. Conclusions 
 

This thesis work concludes that a look around based panning technique is an effective user 

interaction technique for one-dimensional cubical panoramic images on iPod Touch. As accurate 

motion sensors such as gyroscope and accelerometer are used in this system development 

applications, it gives the users more accurate and immersive feel to navigate the 360 degrees 

panoramic image.  

The experiments conducted in this study shows that both performance and subjective 

engagement participants are performing the look around (device-orientation) based panning 

much effectively. Participants in this study were also divided into two categories using mobile 

with and without touch screen. But there were no significant differences in engagement and task 

performance. In time on task and engagement, participants felt it was more convenient to use the 

look around technique.   

This technique requires users to turn around to perform the navigation which is not always 

possible or convenient. Also, the look around based panning technique shows a tendency to take 

more time to complete when navigating an entire 360 degree panorama. Lastly, because human 

beings differ in their physical abilities, each participant performs and experiences same 

movement differently.    
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                                                                         8. Future work 

  

As observed in this study, obtained results were not enough to conclude that look-around 

(device-orientation based panning) is a better user interaction technique than swipe (drag-based 

panning). In this thesis work, we evaluated both panning techniques in one-dimensional 

(horizontal direction) only. This limitation in scope is one of the reasons that the results do not 

support a general conclusion that look around is a better user interaction technique. Further work 

is needed to investigate look around based panning in two dimensions (vertical and horizontal 

direction).  

 

In this work, One-dimensional cubical panoramic images were implemented in iPod-Touch using 

web based applications like CSS3, HTML5, JQuery and JavaScript. In future it could be possible 

to implement in OpenGL ES for better visual effects. Future investigation is to consider 360 

degrees two-dimensional and three-dimensional panorama images for both smartphones and 

tablets like iPad.  
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                                                           Glossary 
 

1. Tap - Tap is like a mouse click in a desktop computer or clicking the object on the screen. 

Tapping is the most common and basic gesture in smart phones and Tablets.  

2. Double-Tap - Double Tap is the tap action performed, twice in succession to affect a double-

tap. Normally, Double tap is primarily used for zooming in or out on text. 

3. Pinch - The pinch is used to zoom in and out. Zoom in is performed by placing your thumb 

and index finger, both fingers pinched together on the screen and spread apart. Zoom out is to do 

the reverse compared to zoom in. Zoom out is to start with your thumb and index finger apart 

then pinch them together.   

4. View - A view can be seen as a range of vision of a geometric model in any orientation by 

transforming in 3D space. 

5. Drag - The Drag action scrolls or pans the objects side to side from left and right, up and 

down. 
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                                                                              Appendix - 1 

 

 Focused Attention 

1) I lost my self in the experience of swiping the panoramic images.  

2) I blocked out things around me during the experience of swiping the panoramas. 

3) During this experience, I lost track of the world around me. 

4) The time I spent interacting with the panoramas just slipped away. 

5) I was absorbed in the experience. 

6) During the experience of swiping the panoramas I let myself to go. 

 Perceived Usability 

7) I felt frustrated using panoramas. 

8) I found the panoramas confusing. 

9) I felt annoyed during this experience. 

10) I felt discouraged during the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

11) Swiping panoramic images was mentally taxing. 

12) Interacting with the panoramas was demanding. 

13) I felt in control during this experience. 

 Aesthetics 

14) The system with the panoramas was aesthetically appealing. 

15) The system with the panoramas was attractive. 

16) I liked the graphics and images used in the panoramas. 

17) The panoramas appealed to my visual senses. 

18) The panoramas were visually pleasing. 

Endurability 

19) The experience of swiping the panoramas was worthwhile. 

20) I consider my experience a success. 

21) My experience was rewarding. 

22) I would recommend the system with the panoramas to my friends and family. 

Novelty 

23) Swiping the panoramas incited my curiosity. 

24) I felt interested in swiping the panoramic images. 
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Felt Involvement 

25) I was really drawn into the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

26) I felt involved in the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

27) Swiping the panoramic images was fun.  

The user engagement scale questionnaire for the look around as follow, 

 Focused Attention 

1) 1) I lost my self in the experience of looking around the panoramic images. 

2) I blocked out things around me during the experience of looking around the panoramas. 

3) During this experience, I lost track of the world around me. 

4) The time I spent interacting with the panoramas just slipped away. 

5) I was absorbed in the experience. 

6) During the experience of looking around the panoramas I let myself go. 

Perceived Usability 

7) I lost my self in the experience of looking around the panoramic images. 

8) I blocked out things around me during the experience of looking around the panoramas 

9) During this experience, I lost track of the world around me. 

10) The time I spent interacting with the panoramas just slipped away. 

11) I was absorbed in the experience. 

12) During the experience of looking around the panoramas I let myself go. 

13) The system with the panoramas was attractive. 

Aesthetics 

14) The system with the panoramas was attractive. 

15) The system with panoramas was aesthetically appealing. 

16) I liked the graphics and images used in the panoramas. 

17) The panoramas appealed to my visual senses. 

18) The panoramas were visually pleasing. 

Endurability 

19) The experience of looking around the panoramas was worthwhile. 

20) I consider my experience a success. 

21) My experience was rewarding. 

22) I would recommend the system with the panoramas to my friends and family. 
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Novelty 

23) Looking around the panoramas incited my curiosity. 

24) I felt interested in looking around the panoramic images. 

Felt Involvement 

25) I was really drawn into the experience of looking around the panoramas. 

26) I felt involved in the experience of looking around the panoramic images. 

27) Looking around the panoramic images was fun. 
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                                                   Appendix - 2 
 

Participant Name: _________________________ 

Application No: ___________________________ 

Task Name: ___________________________ 

Gender: - 

o Male 

o Female 

   Age: _______________________________ 

 

     What mobile Phone do you have right now? 

o Smart  phone(with touch screen) 

o Mobile with button for navigation 
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                                                        User Engagement Scale 
Below there are number of statements which have to be rated with in the scale 1-7 (1-strongly 

disagree ....... 7-strongly agree). Select the “Not Applicable” option if you are unable to rate the 

scale.   

      1)   I lost my self in the experience of swiping the panoramic images.  

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 

1                 2          3           4            5          6             7     

     2) I blocked out things around me during the experience of swiping the panoramas. 

              

       Strongly disagree                                                                 Strongly agree 

1                 2          3           4            5          6                 7     

     3) During this experience, I lost track of the world around me. 

 

       Strongly disagree                                                                Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    4) The time I spent interacting with the panoramas just slipped away. 

       Strongly disagree                                                              Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

   5) I was absorbed in the experience. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

   6) During the experience of swiping the panoramas I let myself to go. 

        Strongly disagree                                                             Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    7)  I felt frustrated using panoramas. 

         Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

     8) I found the panoramas confusing. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     
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     9) I felt annoyed during this experience. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

  10) I felt discouraged during the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

  11) Swiping panoramic images was mentally taxing. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

   12) Interacting with the panoramas was demanding. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    13) I felt in control during this experience. 

        Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 

1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    14) The system with the panoramas was aesthetically appealing 

          Strongly disagree                                                             Strongly agree 
 1                   2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    15) The system with the panoramas was attractive. 

         Strongly disagree                                                             Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

   16) I liked the graphics and images used in the panoramas. 

         Strongly disagree                                                             Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    17) The panoramas appealed to my visual senses. 

        Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

    18) The panoramas were visually pleasing. 

        Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     
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 19) The experience of swiping the panoramas was worthwhile. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

  20) I consider my experience a success. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

  21) My experience was rewarding. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

22) I would recommend the system with the panoramas to my friends and family. 

       Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

23) Swiping the panoramas incited my curiosity. 

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

24) I felt interested in swiping the panoramic images. 

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

25) I was really drawn into the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

26) I felt involved in the experience of swiping the panoramic images. 

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     

27) Swiping the panoramic images was fun.  

      Strongly disagree                                                               Strongly agree 
              1                    2          3           4            5          6                 7     
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                                                           Appendix - 3 
 

User Engagement Scale  

  Swipe Look around 

Focused Attention Mean SD Mean SD 

I lost myself in this experience. 2.70 1.52 3.65 2.30 

     I blocked out things around me during this 
experience. 3.15 1.46 4.65 1.81 

During this experience, I lost track of the world 
around me. 2.60 1.60 4.10 1,88 

The time I spent interacting with the experimental 
system just slipped away. 3.95 1.57 4.35 1.94 

I was absorbed in the experience. 4.30 1.86 4.85 1,49 

During this experience I let myself go. 3.60 1.87 4.50 1,90 

  
   

  

Perceived Usability         

I felt frustrated using the experimental system. 5.22 1.98 5.76 1.44 

I found the experimental system confusing. 5.22 1.80 5.75 1.43 

I felt annoyed during this experience.  5.66 1.81 6.04 1.28 

I felt discouraged during this experience.                        5.50 1.75 6.00 1.18 

Interacting with the experimental system was 
mentally taxing. 2.38 1.50 2.47 1.66 

Interacting with the experimental system was 
demanding. 3.50 2.00 3.33 1.90 

I felt in control of this experience. 4.66 2.05 5.42 1.64 

               

Aesthetics         

The experimental system was attractive. 4.65 1.30 5.55 1.27 

The experimental system was aesthetically 
appealing. 4.95 1.39 5.35 1.22 

I liked the graphics and images used by the 
experimental system. 5.20 1.19 5.55 1.14 

The experimental system appealed to my visual 
senses. 5.05 1.24 5.55 0.94 

The screen layout of the experimental system was 
visually pleasing. 4.80 1.28 5.35 0.81 
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Endurability         

This experience was worthwhile. 4.90 1.29 5.86 1.25 

I consider my experience a success. 4.70 1.55 5.00 1,54 

     My experience was rewarding. 4.75 1.20 4.72 1.54 

I would recommend the experimental system to 
my friends and family. 4.70 1.49 4.95 1.43 
  

   
  

Novelty         

     My interaction with the experimental system 
incited my curiosity. 4.75 1.61 5.75 1.29 

I felt interested in interacting with the 
experimental system. 4.95 1.82 5.80 1.32 
  

   
  

Felt Involvement         

I was really drawn into the experience of 
interacting with the experimental system. 4.85 1.63 5.70 1.26 

I felt involved in this experience. 4.75 1.51 5.50 1.19 

This experience was fun. 5.30 1.21 6.00 0.94 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


